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Abstract— Flooding and broadcasting are basic and fundamental
operations in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In fact, they
are used for data dissemination, time synchronization, key
distribution, node localization, and routing. On the other hand,
sensors are prone to failure such as exhaustion of energy,
environmental
hazards,
and
software
or
hardware
malfunctioning. In this paper, we make an enhancement of the
latest proposed relay-based broadcasting method by considering
a trust index model to achieve a fault tolerant relay node
selection. In addition, Formal Concept Analysis is used instead of
the linear function. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is
confirmed through a simulation study using NS-2.
Keywords-component; Fault tolerance, Flooding, Formal
Concept Analysis, WSNs.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are sets of many sensor
nodes managed by a base station also called sink node. Each
sensor is an energy-constrained small device able to sense,
compute and communicate via wireless channel. The ability to
collect, to compute and to communicate data of these devices
compared with its low cost has attracted the attention of the
researchers’ community. WSNs are therefore used in several
domains such us military, health care, environment and others
[1].
Nodes in WSNs are deployed without any predefined
topologies. Consequently, the network is formed randomly
using wireless channels. A sensor node is constrained by its
limited memory size, low computing capacity, and weak
energy, so that many methods, algorithms and protocols were
introduced and developed taking into consideration this
constraint.
On the other hand, broadcasting is a fundamental and
operation in such. In fact, broadcasting and flooding can be
used for:
• Data dissemination [2].
• Time synchronization [3].
• Key distribution [4].
• Node localization [5].
• Routing [6]

To perform the broadcasting task, many methods and
protocols have been proposed: using relay approach or using a
special set as a backbone like trees or CDS. In this paper relay
based broadcasting is chosen to be enhanced. In fact, relay
based method are based on the use of partial 2-hop information,
each node chooses a small set of forward neighbors to relay
messages and this set covers the nodes 2-hop neighbor set.
The latest relay-based broadcasting method RDS-MPR [7]
selects relay nodes according to their remaining energy, degree,
and probability of reception. Unfortunately, RDS-MPR does
not take into consideration node failure. Furthermore, this
method uses a linear function to compute node weight. We
show next in this paper the imperfection of such a choice.
The aim of this research paper is to enhance RDS-MPR by
considering a trust index model in order to make a fault tolerant
selection of relay node. This fact increases notably the success
ratio of RDS-MPR. Moreover, Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) is used as a technique to select relay nodes instead of the
linear function. In fact, FCA provides a perfect organization of
nodes according to their characteristics (remaining energy,
degree, probability of reception, and trust index). This sort
helps to make a quick selection of relay nodes and provide an
effective performance of the proposed broadcasting method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, there is a study of the related work. Section III
makes a review of RDS-MPR method and FCA. In section IV,
the contribution of this work is presented. Section V contains a
measurement and experimental study to illustrate our
improvement. Finally, section VI recapitulates this research
work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Relay broadcasting methods are based on the use of partial
2-hop information, each node chooses a small set of forward
neighbors to relay messages and this set covers the nodes 2-hop
neighbor set. This kind of method was proposed in [2] by the
Multipoint Relay (MPR) method. In MPR, the broadcasting is
performed by levels aiming to minimize the redundant packets
and the total cost of broadcasting. Since its proposition MPR
was the topic of many research papers.

In [8] MPR was used, for the first time, to compute the
Connected Dominating Set (CDS) used in both routing and
broadcasting. Then, a proposition of GMPR (Getaway MPR)
aiming to improve the broadcasting by combining MPR and the
maximal independent set (MIS) concepts was proposed to
compute a connected dominating set (CDS) in the network [9].
In [10], authors provide an extension of MPR to compute
connected dominating sets, by proposing several extensions the
authors’ aim was to select a smaller CDS using complete 2-hop
information to cover each node’s 2-hop neighbor set.
In [11] authors show the disadvantage of MPR in a realistic
environment. So, they propose a modification of this method to
improve its reachability with a realistic physical layer.
An improvement of MPR was also proposed in [12] aiming
to decrease the total amount of energy to accomplish the
broadcasting task in WSNs using a cluster method for avoiding
redundant receptions.
In [7] there is a proposition of a new relay-based
broadcasting method by combining the computation of CDS
with MPR and the use of a realistic physical layer. This
proposition has added a realistic behavior to the method firstly
proposed in [8]. This proposition has led to improve the
original heuristic in term of accessibility i.e. success ratio of
nodes which have received correctly a broadcasted message
from one node in networks. The proposed method was called
RDS-MPR.
To our knowledge, previous relay-based flooding methods
have not take into consideration the node failure in spite of the
importance of such a criterion.
In this research work a new fault tolerant scheme is
proposed where FCA is used as a weighted function instead of
linear summation.
III.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first describe our network model. Next, a
review of RDS-MPR scheme is performed in addition to a brief
presentation of FCA method.
A.

Network model
In this paper we use sensors with the same coverage area;
the probability of reception between sensors is performed
according to the lognormal shadowing model [7]. WSNs can
be considered as a graph G(V;E), where V is the set of vertex
representing nodes and E is the set of edges between vertexes.
An edge exists between two nodes A and B in G only if A is in
the coverage area of B and vice-versa.
B.

RDS-MPR review
RDS-MPR [7] is a broadcasting technique applied to non
clustered WSNs. This method is based on the use of partial 2hop information, each node chooses a small set of forward
neighbors to relay messages and this set covers the nodes 2-hop
neighbor set. The choice of relay node is performed according
to a weight function, which depends on node remaining energy,
node degree and probability of reception between nodes
according to the lognormal model. The selected set consists of
nodes having the greatest weight and should provide good

accessibility. In this method, the weight function is called RW:
Realistic Weight (1),(2) which is computed according to the
node remaining energy, the node degree and the reception
probability according to the lognormal shadowing model.
RW(u)=a×RWdegree(u)+b× RWenergy(u)+c× RWprobability(u)
Where:
a+b+c=1

(1)
(2)

a, b, and c are priority factors. In Fig. 1, n1 and n3 are
chosen to relay packets sent from u in order to complete the
broadcasting. In blind flooding n1, n2, and n3 will relay
information sent from u.
u
n1

n2

n3

Figure 1. Selection of relaying nodes using RDS-MPR

C.

Formal Concept Analysis
FCA is a data analysis tool applied in many different
domains like psychology, sociology, anthropology, medicine,
biology, linguistics, computer sciences, mathematics and
industrial engineering [13]. The aim of FCA is to find
automatically groups of objects or entities that have a group of
attributes in common.

• Definition 1: Context
A context is a specific type of data, which consists of objects
(O) described by several attributes (A), represented as an n*m
table with objects as rows and attributes as columns. If an
object (in row i) has the attribute (in column j), this will be
indicated by a cross in cell(i,j) of the table. Otherwise, the cell
will be empty. The data in the table can also be represented by
Boolean values (1 if there is a cross and 0 otherwise).
• Definition 2: Formal concept
Let A be a set of attributes, O be a set of objects where A
and O describe a context C.
(a,o) is a formal concept of C, if and only if:
(1) a ⊂ A,
(2) o ⊂ O and
(3) the set of attributes a has in common the set of
objects o.
• Definition 3: FCA
FCA is a technique applied to the previously described
context, and performed in two steps: (1) extract all formal
concepts from a context, (2) find groups of objects that share
groups of attributes.
• Definition 4: Concept lattice
The classification of the entire concept forms a concept
lattice, i.e. it is the result of the application of FCA on a
context.

IV.

PAPER CONTRIBUTION

In this section, the contribution of this research work is
presented
A.

Trust index model
In [14], there is a presentation of a trust index model,
which can be used as a factor of distinguishing correct nodes
from fault nodes. Each node has a trust index (TI) between 0
and 1; initially, for all nodes the TI is equal to 1. A node is
more reliable if its trust index is higher. This weight of a node
u can be calculated as:
-λv(u)
(3)
TI(u)= e
Where:
λ : is a modifiable variable to recalculate TI(u), and it is used
to decide on the fastness of changing TI(u) when ν(u)
increases or decreases.
v(u): initially equal to 0, because initially the TI is equal to 1
for all nodes. v(u) is incremented by the sink node by a step of
0.1 in case of receiving a report from u estimated as fault.
Otherwise (in case of receiving a report from u estimated as
correct), v (u) is decremented by a step of 0.1. So that v(u) can
be described by:
v0(u)=0

if u is estimated fault

v(u)+0.1
v (u)=

Max(v(u) – 0.1; 0) if u is estimated correct

B.

Relaying context
RDS-MPR method selects relay node according to their
energy weight, probability of reception weight and degree
weight. In our contribution we add a new weight which is fault
tolerant weight defined previously as a trust index.
An example of WSNs is given in fig.2 where we propose to
select best relaying nodes.

node
n1
n2
n3
n4
n5

Energy
Weight (EW)
x
x
x
x

TABLE I. RELAYING CONTEXT
Degree
Probability
Weight (DW)
Weight (PW)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Fault tolerance
Weight (FW)
x
x
x
x

The previous table describes characteristics of the node u
neighbor's:
• The cell (n1,EW)=x, means that the remaining energy
in the node n1 is greater than the predefined
energy threshold.
• The cell (n2,EW)=' ', means that the remaining
energy in the node n2 is less than the predefined
energy threshold.
• The cell (n1,FW)=x, means that the trust index of the
node n1 is greater than the predefined trust index
threshold.
• The cell (n1,PW)=x, means that the probability of a
correct reception from u to n1 is greater than the
predefined probability threshold.
• The cell (n3,DW)=x, means that the number of n3
neighbor's is greater than the predefined number of
neighbor's threshold.
• The cell (n4,FW)=' ', means that the trust index of
the node n4 is less than the predefined trust index
threshold.
And similarly for other cells in the table.
C.

Relaying lattice
FCA provides a classification of objects (nodes) according
to their weights (attributes). Many tools can be used to
generate concept lattice like in [15]. Fig. 3 describes the
relaying lattice where bottom level gives node having the
maximum common attributes, and top level maximize objects.
∅
n1,n2,n3,n4,n5

n5

n4

n1

u
n2

EW
n1,n3,n4,n5

FW
n1,n2,n3,n5

PW
n1,n2,n3,n4

EW, PW
n1,n3,n4

FW,PW
n1,n2,n3

n3

Figure 2. Selection of relaying nodes

To define the relaying context we use nodes as objects and
weights as attributes. We define a threshold τ for each weight
wi of a node ni then if wi(ni) > τ , consequently the node will be
considered as having this weight i.e. we make a cross in
cell(ni,wi) of the relaying context table. Table1 describes the
relaying context of the networks given in fig.2.

DW,EW,FW
n1,n3,n5

DW,EW,FW,PW
n1,n3
Figure 3. Relaying lattice

D.

Algorithm
The proposed algorithm uses the previously described
relaying context and relaying lattice. The choice of using FCA
instead of linear function is due to: the summing of many
weights can provide wrong choice because weak weights can
be hidden by higher weights. On the contrary FCA requires a
specific threshold in each weight.
Algorithm: Fault-tolerant Flooding through FCA
Input: a node u and 2-hop nodes information from u in a
connected graph G(V,E)
Output: the set of relaying nodes RN(u)
1: put 1-hop nodes from u in a set called N1(u)
2: put 2-hop nodes from u in a set called N2(u)
3: remove all nodes in N2(u) having single parent in N1(u),
add their parent to RN(u), and remove them from N1(u).
4: Generate the relaying context of node in N1(u)
5: Generate the relaying lattice of previous relaying context
6: while N2(u) is not empty
7: start by node in the bottom level of the relaying lattice, add
it to RN(u) and remove its child from N2(u)
8: if N2(u) still not empty
Go up in the relaying lattice
9: End while
V.

• The probability of reception between nodes is
computed according to lognormal shadowing
model.
• Nodes are deployed randomly and forming a
connected graph.
In fig. 4, the number of nodes in the network is fixed at
150, and a variation of failure node ratio from 10% to 50% is
performed i.e. node with low TI will be considered as failed.
Then, we calculate the success ratio of each method which is
the total number of nodes having received data sent from sink
node. In our proposed algorithm node with low TI will be
avoided to be chosen as relay node. Consequently, the total
success ratio will be greater than RDS-MPR success ratio.
According to fig.4, our proposed method enhances the success
ratio by an average of 36.7% in the best cases and no less than
RDS-MPR success ratio in the worst cases .

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The test and the measurement of the performance are
realized using NS-2 [16], and according to table 2.
TABLE II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Size of filed
500/500m
Number
50:300 randomly deployed
of nodes
in the filed
Radius of transmission
50m
Routing protocol
AODV
Node intial energy
10kJ
Tx power
2.0 mW
Rx power
1.0 mW
Idle power
0.2 mW
Sleeping power
0.02 mW
Transition power from sleeping to idle
2.0 mW
Transition time from sleeping to idle
0.05 second
Weights thresholds
Energy threshold
5.0 mW
Degree threshold
2
Probability threshold
0.5
Trust index threshold
0.5

Figure 4. Comparison of success ratio for a fixed number of nodes (150) and
different failure node ratio

In fig. 5, the node failure rate is fixed at 20%, and we make
a variation of number of nodes in the network from 50 to 300.
We can see that the previous result is confirmed and the
improvement of our proposed method can be shown. The rate
of improvement is 50% in the best cases and no less than RDSMPR success ratio in the worst cases.

In the simulation we execute both our proposed algorithm
and RDS-MPR five times. Furthermore, following assumptions
are used:
• TI(u) is a probability between 0 and 1 which is
affected randomly to nodes in the filed. In fact, we
assume that these values are updated when
gathering data by the sink node according to the
node behavior, and each node has the trust index of
its 1-hop neighbors.
Figure 5. Comparison of success ratio for a fixed failure node ratio (20%)
and different numbers of node network

The consumed energy to select relay nodes using RDSMPR or using our proposed scheme is the same because the
same number of requests is realized to gather data from nodes.
The collected data are:
•

Node position in order to compute probability of
reception according to the lognormal shadowing
model

•

Node remaining energy
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The node degree is computed according to the number of
received message as a response to gathering data requests.
We consider only number of message because the
consumed energy for internal processing can be neglected
compared to the consumed energy for communication.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This work defines a new relay-based flooding method
aiming to enhance an existing technique by considering a node
trust index. The use of trust index induces a fault-tolerant
behavior to the proposed method. This aspect is demonstrated
by the improvement of our scheme success ratio, in the best
cases, by an average of 36.7% compared to RDS-MPR and
using the same amount of energy. In addition, the limit of using
a linear weighted function is shown. Furthermore, FCA is used
instead. In fact, FCA is a powerful technique which is widely
used in several scientific domains. To our knowledge, it is the
first time FCA is used to enrich flooding methods in WSNs.
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